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Foreword
 

To the gentleman of Alpha Pi, 

On behalf of all the brothers, I would like to congratulate and welcome you on accepting the Pi 
Kappa Phi challenge. You are about to embark on a journey that will change your life; not only 
in the knowledge and true meaning of Pi Kappa Phi and its brotherhood, but also in your own 
perception of yourself as a gentlemen and friend. 

Welcome to Pi Kappa Phi where through uncommon opportunities, we become exceptional 
leaders. 

Pi Kappa Phi’s commitment to leadership dates back more than 100 years to our humble roots at 
the College of Charleston where our founders exemplified leadership in the classroom, on the 
athletic field, in campus politics and within the community. Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity was founded 
to further create leadership opportunities—by men who made the choice to lead. Today, on more 
than 184 campuses across America, Pi Kappa Phi has broadened its commitment to building men 
who are leaders by choice. 

A chain is only as strong as its weakest link and you are now an integral link to the chain of Pi 
Kappa Phi’s future. Each member – brother or new member – must commit himself fully to the 
growth and betterment of his fraternity. The member education program is a vehicle to help you 
become the strongest link. The Eta Upsilon chapter finds itself in a unique position this year in 
that we have the ability to set the course of our chapter for years to come. I am confident that 
your class- the Alpha Pi class- has a bright future and much to look forward to in this fraternity. 

The associate process of Pi Kappa Phi has high expectations. This chapter of Pi Kappa Phi has a 
long history of holding members to both high scholarship and philanthropic standards. As a 
social fraternity, Pi Kappa Phi works to balance academics, community service and other social 
activities. It is important to keep all of these things in mind, not only during the associate 
process, but also throughout your college career. 

There will be certain parts of this process where you will have very little energy to partake in the 
activities set out, but you must put forth every effort you can into this process. This effort will be 
paid back tenfold with the relationships you build. For the days and nights you cannot find the 
inspiration, I am here. As Warden, I am here to help the Alpha Pi class and committed to helping 
each and every one of you during the difficult times of your journey and to guide you into 
creating a true bond of brotherhood that will be worth all of the sacrifices you make. 

Sincerely,  
 



Why Pi Kappa Phi Is for You 
In joining Pi Kappa Phi, you are seizing one of life’s greatest opportunities. The ability to 

acquire lifelong friends – brothers who will be there long after receiving a degree from Miami. Pi 
Kappa phi is however, much more than a social club it is a fraternity of men, brought together in 
a common loyalty. By focusing on academic achievement, leadership and service out members 
strive to make the most out of their collegiate experience and their lives. 

The Eta Upsilon chapter of Pi Kappa Phi is always striving for excellence. Nowhere is 
this more evident than in out commitment to building better men, promoting lifelong 
brotherhood, and building leading chapters. Pi Kappa Phi’s “Exceptional Leaders. Uncommon 
Opportunities” Motto permeates many parts of fraternity life, and the member education program 
is no exception. The member education program will focus on one component of the three-stage 
initiative: Building Better Men. During your induction, you will have various educational 
sessions and you will be asked to set personal and pledge class goals. 

A Fundamental element for a successful fraternity man is first and foremost, academic 
achievement. At the Eta Upsilon chapter, Pi Kapps have one of the highest GPAs on campus due 
to the mandatory study hours for Associate Members along with time spent working with 
brothers. Assistance from brothers on assignments as well as studying for exams is a benefit 
realized from our commitment to academics. 

Another character trait developed through the fraternity experience is leadership. Every 
year our national fraternity offers leadership conferences to develop the necessary skills to 
become a successful leader. Within the Exceptional Leaders, Uncommon Opportunities motto, 
there are even more opportunities for leadership development. We also offer leadership 
opportunities within our own chapter. There is a nine-member Executive Council that maintains 
the operations of the chapter. A committee system also exists, which allows involvement at a less 
time- intensive level. Each year, Pi Kapps find themselves in leadership positions on campus in 
various athletic, cultural, service, and professional organizations. This provides many 
opportunities for networking across campus. 

Pi Kappa Phi continues to be a leader in service. This is most evident in the fact that we 
are the only fraternity in the nation to create its own non-profit organization (The Ability 
Experience). Beyond the areas of academics, leadership and service. Pi Kappa Phi also develops 
time management skills, respect and responsibility. While these skills are not developed 
exclusively by Pi Kappa Phi, we believe that our methods and programs are beneficial. So again, 
welcome to Pi Kappa Phi, and good luck as you begin your Pi Kappa Phi Journey. 

 

 



Our Values
 

Pi Kappa Phi Public Values To create an uncommon and lifelong brotherhood, Pi Kappa Phi 
calls upon each member to exhibit: 

● Common Loyalty 
○ A commitment to Pi Kappa Phi that transcends any personal selfishness. 

● Personal Responsibility 
○ The expectation that you live both your personal values, 
○ As well as those espoused in the Fraternity’s Ritual of Initiation. 

● Achievement 
○ The expectation that you find passion and excel. 

● Accountability 
○ The duty to uphold and abide by the Fraternity’s standards of conduct and to use 

Ultimate 
○ Respect when confronting brothers who fail in their obligations to Pi Kappa Phi. 

● Campus Involvement 
○ The obligation to become engaged in the college or university community. 

● Responsible Citizenship 
○ The duty to lead and the privilege to serve others 
○ In order to better the world around you. 

● Lifelong Commitment 
○ The obligation to remain involved in Pi Kappa Phi after graduation and 
○ to work perpetually to build the ideal fraternity. 

 

The Student Creed 
I Believe that the ideal Chapter is made up of men 

 

Who are bound together in a common loyalty 

which transcends any personal selfishness; 

 

Who realize that membership means personal responsibility 

in bearing their share of the financial burden of the Chapter and the national organization; 

 



Who bring credit to the fraternity by striving to attain 

the highest possible standards of scholarship; 

 

Who safeguard the reputation of their chapter 

by keeping careful watch over their personal conduct; 

 

Who uphold faithfully the traditions 

and activities of their college; 

 

Who prepare themselves diligently to shoulder their full 

responsibility as citizens; 

 

I believe that my chapter can become an ideal chapter, 

and I shall do my share to make it so. 

 

The Bottom Line on Hazing 
The Supreme Chapter and the National Council of Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity unequivocally 

oppose all acts of hazing. The national fraternity, as well as most universities and states, define 
hazing as any action taken or situation created, intentionally, whether on or off fraternity 
premises, to produce mental or physical discomfort, embarrassment, harassment or ridicule, 
regardless of a person’s willingness to participate. 

While the fraternity’s risk management policy provides a list of activities that may 
constitute hazing, Pi Kappa Phi expects its chapters to provide an atmosphere where all 
members, Associate Members and guests feel safe by ensuring respect for human dignity is a 
chief priority. Additionally, members of the Fraternity are expected to hold each other 
accountable to our shared standards. 

All alleged incidents of hazing will be investigated and adjudicated in accordance with 
the fraternity’s disciplinary code. Any member found in violation of Pi Kappa Phi’s hazing 
policy will be sanctioned in accordance with the code. Such sanctions may include suspension 
and expulsion from the fraternity. Members and Associate Members who are aware of behavior 
that is inconsistent with this statement or Pi Kappa Phi’s hazing policy should contact the warden 
or a member of the education committee. In addition, Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity’s National 
Headquarters are reachable at (704) 504-0888. 



Statement on Alcohol Free Recruitment 
During the recruitment period both Miami University and Pi Kappa Phi prohibits all 

participants, including both potential new members and current members from consuming 
alcohol.  This contributes to the success of our chapter in selecting like minded new members. 
Adhering to this policy allows a safe and welcoming environment during our selection process. 
Implementation of this Alcohol Free Recruitment policy contributes to the success and growth of 
our chapter while maintaining a controlled and protected chapter climate. 

Statement on Alcohol Free Bid Distribution 
As well as Alcohol Free Recruitment Miami University, Pi Kappa Phi, and the Eta 

Upsilon chapter Pi Kappa Phi prohibit the furnishment and/or consumption of alcohol during the 
bid distribution process.  To help maintain this policy our chapter advisor, Alex Thomas, will be 
present for all instances of bid distribution.  By maintaining an alcohol free environment it 
allows potential new members to make an educated decision on whether to accept an invitation 
to our chapter or not.  

 

 

Our Expectations and Your Experience 

 
As an organization founded on the principles of friendship, Pi Kappa Phi expects that all 

members treat each other with dignity and respect. The Fraternity’s aim and purpose is to 
promote fellowship and mutual trust among its members, and we fundamentally oppose any 
activity that could be considered mentally, physically, or emotionally unsafe. 

Associate Member Oath 
“Believing in the principles and ideals of Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity, I hereby voluntarily 

pledge myself thereto, and in doing so I agree to obey and uphold the laws and customs of the 
fraternity as they now exist or may hereafter be enacted provided they do not conflict with any 
obligations to my family, my country, or my religion. I believe in God; the highest ideals of 
Christian manhood; and the principles of good citizenship. I am a bona fide student – I am not a 
member of any other general college fraternity, and I hereby pledge myself not to join any other. 
This is not to be construed to mean professional or honorary fraternities. I pledge that I will 
commit myself to the personal, physical, and academic growth and development of the brothers 
of Pi Kappa Phi as I do for myself; and I understand that the brothers will be committed to my 
growth and development.” 



A True Gentleman 
The Associate Class plays a strong part in representing the entire chapter and the fraternity of Pi 
Kappa Phi as a whole. For that reason, All Associate Members are expected to conduct 
themselves in a way that is conducive of being a “True Gentleman”. 

“A true gentleman is the man whose conduct proceeds from goodwill and an acute sense 
of propriety, and whose self control is equal to all emergencies; who does not make the poor man 
conscious of his poverty, the obscure man of his obscurity, or any man of his inferiority or 
deformity; who is himself humbled when necessity compels him to humble another; who does 
not flatter wealth, cringe before power, boast of his own possessions or achievements; who 
speaks with frankness but with sincerity and sympathy always; whose deed follows his word; 
who thinks of the rights and feelings of others rather than his own; and who appears will in any 
company, a man with whom honor is sacred and virtue safe.” 

Membership Commitment 
Membership is a lived commitment to the values and initiatives of brotherhood in Pi              

Kappa Phi. Fulfilling your role as a brother of Pi Kappa Phi includes fulfilling your time and                 
financial obligations. 

Time Commitment  
Subject to Change 

Your time commitment will be about 11 to 13 hours a week plus whatever the Associate 
Member needs to get done on their own time (i.e. Interviews, Associate Class Project, etc.) The 
Weekly Time Commitment should be expected as follows:  

● Monday – Serenades / POTH / Puddle Pull, (2 Hours)  
● Tuesday – Serenades / POTH / Puddle Pull, (2 Hours)  
● Wednesday – Study Tables (1 Hour), Subritual (2 Hours)  
● Thursday – Chapter Brotherhood Events (1+ Hours) 

○ This could be a range of things including watching sporting events, having 
chapter dinner, study tables, or Brotherhood events that we will decide on through 
suggestions throughout the semester. In addition, this time could act as time to 
participate in the Family Events as well. Saturday – Usually free, but some will be 
set aside for The Ability Experience and Family Events.  

● Sunday – New Member Education (1 Hour), Study Tables (1 Hour), Chapter (1 Hour) 

Academic Commitment 
It cannot be stressed enough that academics are a core part of the glue that holds a fraternity 
together. Academics are extremely important in regards to active brothers, it is of equal--maybe 
even of greater--importance in the education of our Associate Members. We are passionate about 
supplying our members, whether they are brothers or Associate Members, as many resources as 



possible. This includes strongly encouraging brothers to act as tutors who have taken similar 
classes or enrolled in the same major. In order to ensure that Associate Members are staying on 
track academically, they are expected to: 

● Sign a grade release form 
● Maintain a minimum GPA of 2.7;Provide the Warden with a copy of your course 

schedule  
● Abide by the Academic Integrity/Honor Code of Miami University  
● Present a progress report from each instructor/professor prior to initiation in order to 

ensure you have successfully demonstrated a desire to strive to attain the highest possible 
standards of scholarship. 

Attendance and Punctuality 
Pi Kappa Phi believes that full involvement is necessary for the success and sustainability of the 

chapter. We take pride in our motivation to attend mandatory events and to be punctual because brothers 
want to, not because they have to. That being said, being a full time student can be challenging and 
throughout your four years here your schedule will fluctuate at short notice. For these reasons we 
practice a very flexible excused absence policy. Whether it is studying for an exam that you are behind 
on, a doctor's appointment, you are ill, traveling, or any other of the many occurrences in life that would 
interfere with a fraternity event. We understand these and allows brothers to utilize excused absence. 
However excuses must be valid and not taken advantage of, which is why we require proof, in the form 
of a note, a screenshot of your schedule, or a picture of you traveling. That being said, mistakes do 
happen and each brother is allowed two unexcused absences per semester. 
Associate Class Elections 

Early on in the New Member Period, the Associate Class will elect officials to represent 
the class. These class officials will have added responsibility and work with active members to 
ensure a smooth process.  

The Associate Class positions are as follows: 

● President- The president will have the highest leadership role in the Associate Member 
class and will work with the Warden about coordinating associate class project and trip.  

● Social Chair- Will set up an associate social with another sorority’s associate class and 
will work closely with the Social chair (Andrew Pfeil)  

● Chaplain- Will work with Chapter Chaplain (Mike Rice) to set up a sub- ritual for the 
associate class.  

● Abilities Experience Chair- Will work with the Abilities Experience Chair (John Hayes) 
to set up Ability Experiences and help with our trips to Hamilton.  

● Brotherhood Chair-Will work alongside the Chapter Brotherhood Chair (Aidan Parker) 
for the entire associate class. Will also work alongside the Warden and Associate 



Member Class President to help plan the Associate Member class trip. 

The Ability Experience 
Unlike other Greek organizations, who donate their money to existing non-profit 

organizations, each Pi Kappa Phi chapter can direct its fundraising efforts to a project for persons 
with disabilities via The Ability Experience. The Ability Experience is one of various service 
projects the chapter and your pledge class participates in. Service to others is an integral part of 
member spiritual balance. Each Associate Member is expected to complete at least 6 hours of 
service with 50 dollars raised in order to be eligible for initiation. 

 

 

 

Requirements for Initiation 

 
In order to be eligible for initiation, an Associate Member must: 

● Organize a service event for the greater Miami community Design and construct a project 
to present to the Chapter as a gift. 

○ Previous examples: Wooden letters, picnic tables  
● Perform serenades  

○ Must be done in pin attire  
● Organize a brotherhood event for the chapter  
● Attend an Associate Member retreat (100% attendance required for completion) 

○ This will be planned by your Warden and his New Member Education committee 
with the help of advisors from Pi Kappa Phi Headquarters 

● Pass the final written exam with at least a 75%  
● Pass an oral examination on the history and principles of the Fraternity Alumni 

Involvement  
● Attend a majority of Chapter brotherhood events 
● Complete GreekLifeEdu Part 1 prior to initiation  
● Complete a minimum of 6 service hours with at least 50 dollar fundraised, recorded and 

reported to the chapter ability experience officer 
● Maintain a GPA of at least 2.7 GPA for the semester 
● Schedule an individual meeting with your Warden and/or Chaplain 

○ This should be done towards the middle or end of the semester 

Note: Class requirements are to be planned and executed by the entire associate class. Certain               



requirements have specific attendance requirements, but generally they require at least some            
level of participation by every member of the class. Think of this as a participation grade. Your                 
Associate Member education committee will be watching to ensure everyone does their part. An              
Associate Member will not be initiated if he doesn’t carry his weight in the class. 

Signatures / Interviews 
The overarching goal of interviews is to introduce new members and active members on 

a personal level. Questions like what major, what brought you to Miami, what are your future 
professional goals, and most importantly what drove you to join Pi Kappa Phi And how do you 
plan to better the chapter, as well as yourself throughout your fraternal experience should be 
asked. 

To achieve a signature new members must go out to lunch, have a coffee, or just meet 
with the active brother in a setting that both brothers feel comfortable talking on a personal level 
for a duration long enough to cover the desired conversation points. Please note that for an 
interview over a meal, the Brother is not allowed to make the Associate Member purchase the 
meal for the Brother. All initiated members have been debriefed on the acceptable and 
unacceptable behavior that could derive during the signature activities. If you experience a 
situation that makes you feel uncomfortable do not hesitate to reach out to the warden or a 
Brother on the New Member Education Committee, standards has been advised to use little 
remorse for any brother that abuses this program. 

Expectations of Active Members During the New Member Period 
Active members were told in chapter several times that any wrongful actions will not be 

handled lightly and will be updated if any brother over steps the guidelines laid out so far. 
Associate members were informed of what is expected from them and actives during the first 
new member education session. Associates were also made aware that if any task is asked of 
them that makes them uncomfortable or uneasy, to refuse and report back to the warden. If the 
warden is made aware, either through and associate or other active, about unacceptable behavior 
he will handle it immediately and alert standards as well as the chapter as a whole.  

Quizzes 
The Associate Member class will take 5 quizzes throughout the Associate Member            

Process. The exact schedule of the quizzes and the dates they will be on can be found in the                   
Associate Member Calendar at the end of the Syllabus. Any score below an 85% will be                
considered to have failed. If a person fails, they can retake the quiz with anyone on the Associate                  
Member Education Committee beginning the next day until that Friday at 5pm. If that person               
fails twice in a row, the warden will sit down with them to discuss options. This is not a                   
punishment for the person or the class, rather it is put in place to help the individuals take charge                   
of their Associate Member process. It is imperative that the Associate Member class help lead               



and assist each other in times of need. 

Point System 
The Point System is put in place as another way, besides GPA, to decide Pin Order for                 

the Associate Member class after the class is initiated. Points can only be gained, not lost. Points                 
can be gained in a variety of ways. They can be gained through the recommendation of an active                  
Brother due to the Associate Member in question doing something that said Brother deems              
exemplary of a Pi Kappa Phi based on the Student Creed of Pi Kappa Phi. Points can also be                   
gained by attending more Ability Experiences than is required or if the entire class passes one of                 
the five quizzes on the first try. 

Associate Member Project 
The Associate Member Project is something entirely spearheaded by the Associate class.            

The Project's goal is to do something to fill a need of the Pi Kappa Phi house. The class will be a                      
given a budget from the Chapter funds. Past classes have built picnic table to be used outside,                 
back patio furniture, etc. The goal of the project is to get the class to collaborate on something                  
that they can then get to reap the benefits of for years to come. 

Member Education 
We will be holding member education meetings on Sundays at 4:30. Pin attire is required               

at these meetings. At the meetings there will be a quiz over information that the Associates are                 
required to know (all of which can be found in The White Diamond or by a PowerPoint                 
provided). Homework is to be done before the meeting, as it will be checked during the meeting.                 
These meetings will also serve as a meeting place for teaching the Associates the ideals and                
values of Pi Kappa Phi.  

Subrituals 
Each Wednesday at 7:00pm, the Associate Members will be participating in a            

Subordinate Ritual. Each subritual will last around 2 hours in total and is designed to help teach                 
our core values and increase the level of brotherhood between Associate Members as well as               
help connect them to the active members. Subrits are one of the most important aspects of the                 
Associate Member Process and attendance is absolutely mandatory. Mike Rice is the Chaplain             
and is in charge of all subrituals. All questions and concerns about subrituals should be directed                
to him. All Associate Members will be expected to participate in subrituals beyond the new               
member period. 

Philanthropy 
Associate members will be expected to raise a minimum of $50 to be donated to the 

Ability Experience, Pi Kappa Phi’s National Fraternity. This $50 is the bare minimum and it is 
expected that Associate Members raise more. Service hours are an important aspect of Pi Kappa 



Phi and thus it is expected that members contribute at least 6 hours to community service around 
the Miami Area. Associate Members will also be expected to participate in Delta Zeta’s annual 
dance competition, Puttin’ on the Hits (POTH) on Thursday, March 2nd. Practices will be held 
throughout the new member education process and will be run by Josh Hoeksema and Caitlin 
Dunnett. 

Study Tables 
We will be holding Study Tables every Sunday for an hour during Exec Chapter as well                

as on select Wednesdays. These are mandatory, unless there is a conflict that is to be told to the                   
Warden before Study Tables begin. Study Tables should be used to work on school work or                
work assigned for Pi Kappa Phi. Many of the Associate Members are in the same classes and we                  
highly encourage them to work together to help each other out while also getting closer as a                 
class. 

Serenades 
It has long been a tradition in both Pi Kappa Phi and Miami University that Associate                

Members of a Fraternity serenade the new member class of the Sorority. The serenades occur in                
the first part of the semester and we will be practicing and or performing them on Mondays and                  
Tuesdays throughout the first part of the semester and beyond. Serenades require pin attire and               
are mandatory for the Associate Class. There is also a possibility of personal serenades that will                
consist of 3-4 Associate members that serenade an individual associate from a sorority. Serenade              
practice will be run by . 

Family Events 
Brotherhood has always been a major part of Eta Upsilon and Pi Kappa Phi as both a                 

chapter and a national fraternity. One of the best ways to form this brotherhood is through                
friendly competition. The families will compete in brotherhood activities including but not            
limited to: basketball, golf, G.P.A., bowling, and money raised for the Ability Experience. These              
events will normally take place Thursday Night. The brotherhood committee will come up with a               
certain amount of points for each event, and then the family at the end of the semester with the                   
most points wins a chapter funded dinner to a restaurant in Oxford of their choice. If the                 
competition occurs before the Associate Members have been given their Big Brothers, thus             
solidifying them into a family, the Associate Members will rotate around the families for the               
competition. This will give the brothers and the Associate Members a great chance to spend time                
together and get to know each other better than they already do, thus being a big help when                  
Associate Members and brothers are ranking for Big Brother/Little Brother. However once the             
associates receive their Big Brothers, they will continue with that family for the rest of the                
semester. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Calendar 

 

JANUARY 2019 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

27  28  29  30  31      

 IFC Recruitment IFC Recruitment IFC Recruitment IFC Recruitment   

 6-9PM 6-9PM 6-9PM 6-9PM   

        

       

       

 Chapter House Chapter House Chapter House Chapter House   

 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

FEBRUARY 2019 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

          1  2  

     IFC 
Recruitment 

Introduction to the 
Chapter 

     6-9PM  

      10am - 2pm 

       

       

     Chapter House Chapter House 

3  4  5  6  7  8  9  

Academic Success Day 
Mental Health 
Speaker  

IFC 
Exemption/ 
Fire Safety 

Subritual 1 Introduction to 
poth 

Introduction to 
ABEX Study Tables 

Member Education 
Process Intro 

   Meeting Pre-Initiation 
poth practice 8-10 PM  

 

   
 

 pin attire 
 

Service 
Opportunity 
(optional) 

 

 6-7PM  7-9PM 8-10PM Grilled Cheese 
sale 

10AM-1PM 

11 AM - 1 pm     10 PM - 
Midnight 

 



Harrison Hall Chapter House Wilks Theatre Chapter House Chapter House 
Chapter 
House/ Phi Delt 
Gates 

Chapter House 

10  11  12  13  14  15  16  

New Member Meeting 2 
Introduction to 
Serenades Study Tables 

IFC New 
Member 
Combine 

Serenade 
practice 

Serenade 
Practice Study Tables 

Quiz 1  Poth practice  Subritual 2 Poth Practice 8-10 PM  

    
3 steps of 
brotherhood  

Service 
Opportunity 
(optional) 

 

   pin attire 8-10PM Grilled Cheese 
sale 

10AM-1PM 

11 AM - 1 pm 8-10 pm 6-8 pm 7-9PM  10 PM - 
Midnight 

 

Harrison Hall Chapter House Chapter House Chapter House Chapter House 
Chapter 
House/ Phi Delt 
Gates 

Chapter House 

17  18  19  20  21  22  23  

New Member Meeting 3 Serenade 
practice 

Class Project 
Work Time 

Subritual 3 POTH Practice Serenade 
Practice 

Study Tables 

Quiz 2  Poth Practice  Candle Pass subritual 4  8-10 PM  

Study Tables    pin attire 
Big Little 
Reveal 

Service 
Opportunity 
(optional) 

 

 8-10PM 5-8 pm 7-9PM 8 pm - midnight Grilled Cheese 
sale 

10AM-1PM 

11 AM - 2 pm     10 PM - 
Midnight 

 

Harrison Hall Chapter House Chapter House Chapter House Chapter House 
Chapter 
House/ Phi Delt 
Gates 

Chapter House 

24  25  26  27  28      

New Member Meeting 4 IFC Alumni 
Spotlight 

Greek 
Convocation 

Subritual 5 Serenade 
practice 

  

Quiz 3    Ultimate 
Respect Poth Practice 

  



Study Tables    pin attire    

   7-9PM 8-10PM   

11 AM - 2 pm       

Harrison Hall  Millett Hall Chapter House Chapter House   

 

 
 
 

 
 

MARCH 2019 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

          1  2  

     Subritual 6 Initiation 

     24 hour  

     pin attire  

     All day (30 min - 1 
hour 

 

     time slot per new 
member) 

 8 am - 10 pm 

     Chapter House sesquicentennial chapel 

3  4  5  6  7  8  9  

End of New Member       

Period       

       

       

       

       

 


